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Abstract: Although cache invalidation in cellular wireless networks has been well studied, it is not adequately
addressed in mobile ad hoc networks (MANET). The existing cache invalidation policies designed for cellular
wireless networks are not well-suited for a MANET which features in multi-hop message relay, frequent link dis-
connection and power-constrained operation. In this paper, we proposed a New Cache Invalidation and Searching
(NCIS) policy for MANETs. Unlike ACOD [2] which uses broadcast for validation and searching for a valid copy
of a cached data item, NCIS uses unicast to validate local copy and to determine a maximal search range. If the
local copy is valid, it is used to answer the query; otherwise, the mobile client finds a valid copy by searching
within a limited search range. By accessing the nearest valid copy of a required data item and reducing the broad-
cast overhead, NCIS offers a better performance than that of ACOD in terms of energy consumption and response
time. Several experiments are conducted to study the performance of ACOD and NCIS.
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1 Introduction
Without pre-existing infrastructure, a mobile ad hoc
network (MANET) can be easily deployed for the ap-
plications such as battlefield and disaster recovery. It
can also be used as a wireless extension for the users
to access the Internet in an area without network in-
frastructure [1]. MANETs features in multi-hop mes-
sage relay, frequent link disconnection and power-
constrained operation, which complicate the design
of network protocols and application development.
While a tremendous amount of research has been done
on routing protocols [10] for MANETs, little work has
been done on providing data services in MANETs.
Recently, we have witnessed a growing interest on
providing data caching to promote data services in
MANETs. In [3][4], Cao et al. proposed cache data
and cache path policies for MANETs. Cache data
policy determines how to cache the copies of a data
item in a MANET, while cache path policy dictates
how to cache the path to a node that hosts a copy of a
data item to help to reduce search efforts for the data
item. In [5], Du and Gupta proposed a cooperative
caching service which aims to download a copy of a
cached data item efficiently and to cooperatively man-
age the cache space among the mobile nodes.

In [2] Lim et al. proposed two paradigms for
data caching in MANETs–push and pull. In the push

paradigm, a database server pushes, through broad-
casting, the updates information (in an invalidation re-
port) to mobile clients. A mobile clients then uses
invalidation reports to maintain the consistency of
its cached data items. In the pull paradigm, a mo-
bile client validates its cached data items on demand.
When a mobile client needs a data item, it will search
for a valid copy from the network including itself
and the database server, and then downloads the copy
from the discovered node. Two policies for the push
paradigm are proposed–MTS and MTS+UIR. They
are all adapted for MANETs from the IR approach
proposed by Barbara and Imielinski [6]. We argue
that they are difficult to implement due to the unpre-
dictable network delay of IR messages in a MANET.
Unlike in a one-hop network such as a cellular wire-
less network for which the IR approach was initially
proposed, a mobile node is not synchronized with its
database server in a MANET due to the multi-hop
communication pattern of a MANET. The informa-
tion carried in an IR can be outdated when it arrives
the mobile node. That is, many updates may have oc-
curred after the server sending an IR and before the
IR arriving the mobile client. In other words, the
state of the database is not correctly reflected in the
IRs, which fails the IR approach. In contrast, the pull
paradigm can be effectively implemented. However,
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Figure 1: System Model

the proposed ACOD policy is not efficient due to its
excessive use of broadcasts in searching for a valid
copy of a data item. In this paper, we propose a new
cache invalidation and searching policy, abbreviated
as NCIS. In NCIS, a mobile node validates its local
copy of a data item and determines a searching range
through unicast routing. It only searches with a min-
imal broadcast range for a valid copy when it has no
local copy of the required data item or its local copy
is not valid. By accessing the nearest valid copy and
reducing the broadcast overhead, NCIS offers a better
performance than that of ACOD in terms of energy
consumption and response time. The rest of this pa-
per is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
background of this paper, including the system model
for data service in MANETs and a brief review of the
ACOD policy. In Section 3, we present the NCIS pol-
icy. In Section 4, we present the performance simula-
tion results for ACOD and NCIS. Finally, in Section
5, we conclude this paper.

2 Background

2.1 System Model

The system model for data application in a MANET
has been discussed by several researchers[2][5]. The
system model we use in this paper is a summary of
their models. Fig. 1 shows the system model which is
summarized in the following:

• Mobile Nodes: There are n mobile nodes in the
system. We use N= {Na, Nb, · · · , Nn} to denote
the set of mobile nodes. A mobile node, or sim-
ply node, has a cache in its local storage, and may
issues queries for data items from the database
server. We assume that each query requests only
one data item. The mobile nodes are free to move
in a designated area.

• Database server: One of the mobile nodes as-
sumes the role of a database server. The database
server, or simply a server, contains a database
and is able to communicate with the Internet

through an Access Point, a satellite or a WiMAX
base station. A mobile nodes can communicate
with the database server, directly if the server
is within its radio range, or indirectly through
multi-hop relay by other mobile nodes. We as-
sume that there are m data items in the database.
Data items are numbered from 1 to m. We use
D= {D1, D2, · · · , Dm} to denote the set of data
items in the database.

• Data Updates: The database server may repeat-
edly updates the data items in the database. To
help a mobile node to keep track of the version of
a cached copy of a data item, each copy of a data
item is associated with a timestamp. The times-
tamp stores the time when the copy is created in
the server.

2.2 Review of ACOD

Since this work is motivated by ACOD cache invalida-
tion and searching scheme, we briefly review ACOD
in this section. In ACOD[2], in answering a query, a
mobile node searches, in the mobile nodes that lie in
between itself and the server, for copies of its required
data item. The search will be performed by broad-
casting. When a search reaches the server, the server
checks the validity of the most recent copy in the in-
termediate nodes on the search path. If the most recent
copy on the search path is valid, the server reports an
ACK with a valid bit to the node with the most re-
cent copy; otherwise, the server sends the current copy
(in the server) to the node with the most recent copy
to refresh its local copy. Afterwards, the node with
the most recent copy sends an ACK to the requester,
and the requester accesses the required data item from
the node with the most recent copy. There are maybe
more than one ACK received by the requester. The re-
quester will access the copy from the path whose ACK
arrives first. Fig. 2 and 3 show a scenario to illus-
trate ACOD. In Fig.2, node Np issues a query on data
item k, which exists in its local cache. Np prepares
a request packet containing (item=k, Ts=10, Hp=4),
meaning that Np has a local copy of k with times-
tamp 10, and Np is 4 hops away from the server. The
packet is broadcasted toward the server. Each node on
a broadcast path will attach its node id in the packet if
it has a local copy of the same data item and the times-
tamp of its local copy is newer than the timestamp in
the packet. After attaching the node id, the timestamp
in the packet is changed to the timestamp of the newer
copy. In Fig.2, node Ne and Nb will attach their node
ids in their respective broadcast packets.

When the packet from node Nb reaches the server,
as shown in Fig3. The server compares the timestamp
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Figure 3: Accessing a valid copy in ACOD

in the packet with the timestamp of the server’s lo-
cal copy, and finds that Nb owns a valid copy; the
server then replies with an ACK with a valid bit saying
that the copy on this path is valid. On the other hand,
when the packet from Ne reaches the server, the server
replies with an the new value of item k to refresh the
local copy in Ne; node Ne then sends an ACK to Np

. Depending on which ACK first arrives Np, Np will
access a valid copy either from node Nb or from Ne.

While ACOD is an initial work on cache invalida-
tion and searching in MANETs, its has the following
disadvantages:

1. A requesting node has to broadcast a request
packet even though its local copy is valid. Broad-
cast may induce broadcast storm and broadcast is
in itself costly.

2. The node from which the requesting node ac-
cesses a valid copy depends on the receiving or-
der of ACKs. The requesting node is not guaran-
teed to access a valid copy its the nearest neigh-
bor. For example, in Fig. 3, node Nh has a valid
copy and is nearest to Np, but Np accesses a valid
copy from Nb if its ACK arrives first.

3. The server has to validate a copy for each differ-
ent path. There might be many paths to validate.
This will cause a serious overhead on the server.
The server may quickly run out of power.

3 The NCIS policy

To remedy the disadvantages of ACOD, we pro-
pose a new cache invalidation and searching pol-
icy called NCIS. The main idea behind NCIS
is simple. In NCIS a requesting node first vali-
dates its local copy by sending a request packet
through unicast routing (e.g., AODV) to the
server. The server replies with the current times-
tamp of the request data item along the reverse
path of the arriving request packet. Each node on
the reverse path attaches its id and a hop count in
the response packet if it has a valid copy for the
required data item. Upon receiving the response
packet from the server, the requesting node vali-
date its local copy; if the local copy is valid, the
requesting node uses it to answer the query; oth-
erwise, it broadcasts a request packet to its neigh-
bors with a minimal broadcast range determined
by the response packet. The policy consists of
four steps which are detailed in the following.

1. Sending a request packet: The requesting
node sends a request packet containing the
requested data item to the server.

2. Replying with a response packet: Upon re-
ceiving a request packet, the server replies
within a response packet the current times-
tamp of the requested data item and a hop
count which is equal to 0 through the re-
verse path. Each node on the path checks its
local copy; if it has a valid copy, it resets the
hop count to 0, otherwise, it adds 1 to the
hop count. After updating the hop count, it
transmits the packet to the next node along
the path.

3. Broadcasting a search packet: When the re-
questing node receives the response packet
from the server, it adds the hop count by
1. If it has a valid local copy, the node
uses it to answer the query; otherwise, the
node broadcasts a search packet with the re-
quested data item and its current timestamp
and the hop count. The hop count serves as
TTL (Time-To-Live) which limits the range
of the broadcast. That is, each node that re-
ceives a search packet will subtract 1 from
the hop count. Once the hop count reaches
0, the search packet is dropped. Each node
receives a search packet searches it local
cache for a valid copy. It it has one, then, it
sends an ACK to the requesting node; oth-
erwise, it rebroadcasts the search packet.
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4. Accessing a valid copy: The requesting
node will only act on the first received ACK
by accessing a valid copy from the node
whose ACK receives first.

Fig. 4 shows the step of replying a request
packet. In Fig. 4, server receives a request packet
from node Np for data item k. The server then
sends a response packet containing the current
timestamp of data item k, which is 15, and an ini-
tial hop count Hp=0 to node Nb. Since Nb has a
valid copy of data item k, it resets the timestamp
in the response packet to 0, and send the packet to
the next node on the path, which is Nd. Since Nd

has no valid copy, it adds 1 to hop count Hp and
sends it to the next node. When node Np finally
receives the response packet, it will adds one to
Hp which equals to 3. Node Np uses the received
timestamp, which is equal to 15, to check the va-
lidity of its local copy. It turns out that the local
copy is invalid since its timestamp is less than 15.
It then broadcasts a search packet with hop count
value (TTL) equal to 3. Node Nh receives the
search packet, as shown in FIg 5, and replies an
ACK to Np, Np then sends a CONFIRM packet
to node Nh to access the valid copy. NCIS has
the following two advantages:

• A requesting node validates its local copy
before searching a valid copy from its
neighbor nodes. As such, the number of

broadcasts is reduced.

• When searching is required, the searching
range is minimized.

These two advantages render small response time
and low energy consumption in answering a
query. To further enhance the performance of
NCIS, we also implement the cache path mech-
anism into NCIS. For a detail description of the
cache path mechanism, please refer to [4].

4 Performance Evaluation

To compare the performance of NCIS and ACOD,
we conducted several experiments using the ns-2.1b8-
mcast [9].

4.1 Simulation Model

In the simulation, we model a area of 1500m ×
1000m, in which 50 mobile nodes move freely with
the speed of 2 m/s. Each mobile node has a cache
of 500K bytes. One of the mobile nodes is desig-
nated as the database server which contains 1000 data
items. The data items are numbered from 1 to 1000.
Each data item is 10K bytes. The server updates its
data items in the database repeatedly. Updates are
modelled by update events. We assume that the inter-
arrival time of update (Tu) events follows an exponen-
tial distribution with mean value ranging from 0.1 to
200 seconds. The default value of Tu is set to 80 sec-
onds. When an update event occurs, 5 to 15 data items
are updated. The ids of the updated data items are ran-
domly selected from 1 to 1000. Queries are modelled
by query events, and the query inter-arrival time (Tq)is
exponentially distributed with the mean value equal to
80 seconds. Each query accesses only one data item
and the id of the accessed data item ranges from 1
to 1000. Mobile clients access the data items with a
biased pattern. The access pattern follows a zipf-like
distribution in which the data item k is accessed with a
probability P(k) which is determined by the following
equation:

P (k) =

⎧⎨
⎩

( 1
k
)θ∑1000

j=1
( 1

j
)θ

k = 1 ∼ 1000

0 otherwise,

where 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1. When θ = 0, it follows a uniform
distribution. When θ = 1, the access pattern is very
skew. Data item 1 receives the highest access prob-
ability, and data item 2 receives the second highest
access probability, and so on. In this experiment, we
set θ to 0.8, which implies a 80-20 rule [2] meaning
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Table 1: Parameters in the Experiments

Parameters Values
Simulated network dimensions 1500m × 1000m
Number of mobile nodes 50
Radio range 250m
Node moving speed 2m/s
Cache size of mobile node 500k Bytes
Query inter-arrival time, Tq 80 seconds
Number of data server 1
Number of data items 1000
Data item size 10k Bytes
Update inter-arrival time, Tu 80 (0.1-200)seconds
no. of data items/ update (N) 10(5-15)
Routing protocol AODV
Degree of data skew (θ) 0.8

Table 2: Parameters of energy consumption

point to point, send 1.9 × packet-size+454 μ joule
point to point, receive 0.5 × packet-size+356 μ joule
broadcast, send 1.9 × packet-size+266 μ joule
broadcast, receive 0.5 × packet-size+56 μ joule

that the top 20 percent of the data items receives 80
percent of access probability. The parameters of the
simulation are listed Table 1. To compare the energy
consumption of NCIS and ACOD, we assume that the
network adaptor Lucent WaveLan 2.4 GHz is used for
the MAC layer and PHY layer of the simulation. The
energy consumption parameters [8] of this network
adaptor are listed in Table 2. The unit of the packet
size is byte.

4.2 Simulation Results

In the following, we compare NCIS and ACOD in
terms of the average hop-distance, query response
time, server energy consumption and client energy
consumption for a mobile client to access a valid copy
of a queried data item. The definition of the compari-
son metrics are listed in the following:

• Average hop-distance: Number of hops from
the node issuing a query on a data item to the
mobile node providing a valid copy of the data
item;

• Query response time The elapsed time since a
mobile node poses a query till the time when the
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Figure 6: Average Number of Hops

mobile node downloads a valid copy of the re-
quired data item;

• Server energy consumption: The total energy
consumed by the server to answer a query; and

• Client energy consumption: The total energy
consumed by all the mobile node to answer a
query.

4.2.1 Performance of NCIS and ACOD

Fig. 6 shows the comparison on hop-distance metric.
The unit on X-axis is number of data items updated in
between two queries. It is equivalent to Tq/Tu × N ,
where Tq is the mean query inter-arrival time and Tu is
the mean update inter-arrival time and N is the num-
ber of data items updated in an update event. In the
paper, we call the value of Tq/Tu×N the update rate.

Fig. 6 shows that the average hop-distance in-
creases as the update rate increases. This is because
that when the update rate is high, the cached data
copies easily becomes invalid and the mobile node has
to access a valid copy of a data item from the server.
It also shows that NCIS outperforms ACOD by about
33.3 percent in terms of average hop-distance when
the update rate is less than 11. This is because that in
NCIS a mobile node more often accesses a valid copy
from a node that is closest to it, while in ACOD a mo-
bile node may access a copy in a node that is far away
from itself.

Fig. 7 shows the response time comparison of
NCIS and ACOD. NCIS offers better response time
than ACOD does. The reason is similar to that of the
previous experiment. Since in NCIS a mobile node
can accesses a valid copy that is nearby, it outper-
forms ACOD in response time when the update rate
is low. For example, when the update rate is less then
11, NCIS reduces 33.3 percent of the response time
that is required by ACOD.

Fig. 8 shows the server energy consumption. It
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shows that when update rate is high, both NCIS and
ACOD suffer from high server energy consumption.
This is because that the cached copies are mostly in-
valid with high data update rate, and most of the mo-
bile nodes have to access a valid copy from the server.
When the update rate is low, NCIS offers better server
energy consumption since it can accesses a nearby
copy, which avoid of asking the server to send the
valid copy. In ACOD, a mobile node tends to access
a valid copy from the server, and the server needs to
send a copy of the new value of the requested data
item to the node with the most recent copy in each
path to refresh its local copy. This incurs sever over-
head in energy consumption on the server. It shows
that NCIS reduces almost 50 percent of the server en-
ergy that is required by ACOD for low update rate.

Fig. 9 shows the client energy consumption of
NCIS and ACOD. It shows that NCIS saves about 50
percent of the client energy that is required by ACOD.
This is because that the range of broadcast of NCIS
is smaller than that of ACOD and NCIS does not per-
form broadcast operations when its local copy is valid.
Since a broadcast requires many mobile nodes to re-
lay messages, it dominates the energy consumption of
the mobile nodes. Note that with high update rate the
broadcast range of ACOD and NCIS are the same.
However, in ACOD the server needs to refresh the
most recent copy in each search path. This incurs sig-
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nificant overhead on the mobile clients.

4.2.2 Performance of CachePath

The effectiveness of CachePath in NCIS is shown in
Fig.10 and in Fig. 11. Fig. 10 shows the total number
of packets that are transmitted in the network in pro-
cessing a query. Note that the transmission of a mes-
sage between two mobile nodes in one hop distance is
counted as one packet. In Fig. 10, we use NCISwCP
to denote NCIS with CachePath. Fig. 10 shows
that CachePath is effective in reducing the number of
packets in answer a query. When the update rate is
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low, CachePath helps in reducing the range of search-
ing so as to reduce number of packets; however, when
the update rate is high, most of the cached copies be-
come invalid, and CachePath is not so effective. Fig.
11 shows that CachePath helps in reducing the client
energy consumption by reducing broadcast packets.

5 Conclusion

Due to the limitations of a MANET, the existing cache
invalidation schemes designed for a cellular wireless
network are not well-suited for a MANET. In this pa-
per we have presented a new cache invalidation and
searching policy which features in minimal search-
ing range and minimizing the number of broadcast
messages. Experiments show that the proposed pol-
icy outperforms the existing policy in terms of query
response time and energy consumption on both the
server and the mobile clients.
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